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“Xiaonan? Why are you here?” 
 
The one who called him was Ma Xiaonan. 
 
Speaking of which, they hadn’t met for quite a few days. 
 
“Master Ning Yuan is having a talk today. I’m in charge of bringing the excellent students of the grade to 
attend this talk,” replied Ma Xiaonan with a smile. 
 
“What a coincidence!” Chen Hao returned a smile. 
 
“What about you, Chen Hao? I didn’t know you were interested in this kind of event,” Ma Xiaonan 
looked at Chen Hao and said. 
 
It was a delightful surprise for Ma Xiaonan every time she met him. 
 
In many of her sleepless nights, she even wished she could call Chen Hao to ask him what he was doing, 
or how he was recently. 
 
After all, Ma Xiaonan did not keep this a secret. She had fallen in love with this man starting from some 
point in her life without her noticing. 
 
Chen Hao knew her feelings toward him too. 
 
But she knew that before Su Tongxin was found, any feeling was just subtle and insignificant for Chen 
Hao, because his focus and attention was not on this matter. 
 
Even so, Ma Xiaonan was not willing to give up. She had even set her mind to follow Chen Hao wherever 
he went. 
 
“I came to discuss some matters with Master Ning Yuan.” Chen Hao did not conceal his objective. 
 
It was a coincidence that they met here, so both of them chatted while planning to find a seat inside. 
 
Right at this moment, Chen Hao’s phone rang. 
 
It was a call from Ma Jin. 
 
“What’s the matter, Mister Ma Jin?” 
 
“Young Master Chen, after getting to know that you would be present, the organizer of this event, Wu 
Darong, has set great stores. He has even arranged VIP seats for you and Master Ning Yuan. The 
members of the organizer told me to ask if you were willing to go there,” Ma Jin said. 
 
“No, it’s fine. I’m with my friend. When Master Ning Yuan finishes his talk, kindly arrange a private 
meeting for me and him. Thank you!” Chen Hao replied with a smile. 
 
“Yes, Young Master Chen!” 
 



It was not an exaggeration to say that Ma Jin was absolutely awestruck with Chen Hao, and he admired 
and respected Chen Hao greatly. 
 
Therefore, being able to do Chen Hao a favor was an honor for him. 
 
After hanging up the call, Ma Jin had no choice but to shake his head in regret at Wu Darong, who was 
rubbing his hands together nervously. 
 
Wu Darong wiped the sweat off his forehead and felt disappointed. 
 
This meant that he had missed an important opportunity to get to know Young Master Chen. 
 
Sigh! 
 
“Are you busy? If you have something to do, you may leave to settle your things first,” said Ma Xiaonan 
while looking at Chen Hao after both of them sat beside her students. 
 
Although she expressed it as though she was fine with him leaving for his work, she was actually anxious 
deep inside, afraid that he would really leave her to tend to his matters. 
 
“Nope. I’m not busy,” replied Chen Hao with a smile, fortunately. 
 
Both of them continued chatting while waiting for the talk to begin. 
 
Ma Xiaonan put all her attention on Chen Hao, and she did not bother about the few boys behind them 
that were running around. 
 
Right at this moment, there was a loud clatter. 
 
A boy was chasing another boy to get back his phone, but he accidentally ran into a waiter and flipped 
the wine serving tray. 
 
The worst was, a beautiful girl was walking past this waiter while holding hands with a middle-aged man, 
so the red wine spilled onto her directly. 
 
“Ah!” the woman screamed with a face full of anger. 
 
Everyone who attended this grand event had dressed up meticulously and glamorously. After all, it was 
an opportunity to exhibit their best status. 
 
But now, her clothes were tainted, and she was utterly embarrassed. 
 
“I’m sorry!” The boy did not mean to cause this mess, so he immediately apologized in a panic. 
 
Smack! 
 
However, right after he apologized, his face was slapped hard by that woman. The sound reverberated 
in the room. 
 
The boy was left stunned from that blow. 
 



“Do you think apologizing is enough? Are you blind?!” the woman berated. 
 
“I-I didn’t do it on purpose!” 
 
Many people were attracted by this scene immediately after the boy was slapped in public. 
 
Being stared by such a large crowd, he felt greatly embarrassed. 
 
However, the boy noticed that this couple was wealthy, and he could not afford to offend them. Out of 
embarrassment and fear, he started weeping. 
 
“F*ck! Are you sure you didn’t do it purposely?!” 
 
The woman’s husband was obviously not someone to be trifled with. Raising his feet, he kicked the 
boy’s abdomen. 
 
The boy sprawled to the floor due to the kick, causing his tears to gush down his cheeks uncontrollably 
while the crowd looked at him with sighs. 
 
“My shirt costs more than a hundred thousand. It’s ruined now, so you must compensate me for this 
loss!” commanded the young woman coldly. 
 
“M-My parents don’t have so much money!” the boy stuttered in fear. 
 
“What a poor loser. Then why did you come to this kind of event? Looking at poor losers like you makes 
me sick!” As the woman mocked, she slapped the boy’s face continuously. 
 
The boy’s eyes were brimming with tears, but he did not dare to resist her and just allowed her to hit 
him. 
 
“Miss Ma, someone is hitting Liu Hao!” 
 
At this moment, many of the students saw this scene, and a few girls came rushing to report to Ma 
Xiaonan. 
 
“What?” 
 
Ma Xiaonan turned to look at that direction and saw that there was indeed a large crowd gathering near 
the entrance of the hall, and her student, Liu Hao, was standing there crying while getting slapped by a 
woman. 
 
He was clenching his fists while looking down, and his tears trickled down his cheeks drop by drop. 
 
“Stop it! Stop hitting him. You don’t have to resort to violence!” 
 
Immediately, Ma Xiaonan rushed there and pulled the boy behind her. 
 
The few boys who took Liu Hao’s phone behaved themselves now. They were only making fun of Liu Hao 
in the beginning, and they did not intend to cause such a big trouble. 
 



Liu Hao’s family was poor, but he was an obedient kid who was diligent and hardworking in his studies. 
Even without them explaining the situation, Ma Xiaonan had figured out that it must be these few boys 
who snatched his phone to tease him. 
 
At once, Ma Xiaonan looked at that woman and stopped her. 
 
However, both of them were stunned once they saw each other. 
 
“Ma Xiaonan?” 
 
“Wang Xiaomei?” 
 
Obviously, they knew each other. 
 
“If I’m not mistaken, you went to study at Jin Ling College after graduating from senior high school. I see 
that you have become a teacher now.” Wang Xiaomei could not help but taunt, and she even sounded 
contemptuous. 
 
After all, there were some people who would have the sense of superiority over other people when they 
felt that they were living a wealthy life. 
 
“Yeah. What did Liu Hao do that you must slap him in public?” 
 
Ma Xiaonan obviously knew the character of Wang Xiaomei, so she did not exchange any greetings or 
whatsoever with her, especially when Wang Xiaomei had just humiliated her student, causing her to 
almost explode with anger. 
 
“That’s what he gets for spilling red wine on me. Do you know how much my shirt costs? Can he afford 
to pay me?” Wang Xiaomei snorted. 
 
“Whether he can afford it or not is a separate matter, and we’ll discuss that later. My question is, why 
did you slap him in front of everyone?” Ma Xiaonan stared at her while she chided. 
 
Wang Xiaomei was startled by Ma Xiaonan’s stern words. 
 
Indeed. No matter how much it cost, it was the matter of money. 
 
She had hit him just to exhibit her superiority. 
 
Therefore, she felt guilty when she was questioned by Ma Xiaonan. 
 
Everyone was looking at Wang Xiaomei as well. 
 
This caused her to feel exasperated and furious. At once, her temper of a wealthy person aroused, so 
she just shrugged her shoulders helplessly with her palms facing upward. “I’ll hit him as I please. What 
can you do about it?” 
 
As for Wang Xiaomei’s husband, he flipped his wrist to look at his Rolex watch. Then, he tidied his suit 
and stepped forward. 
 
“I am Li Zhenxiang. I’m—” 



 
Smack! 
 
But before he could finish his sentence, a huge blow had landed on his face, causing his mouth to be 
distorted. Even his body flew across the room and smashed through a few tens of tables. 
 
This made the crowd scream in fear. 
 
The person who hit him was none other than Chen Hao. He could not stand watching any longer, so he 
came forward and attacked. 
 
Looking at her husband who was dizzy and even broke a few teeth, Wang Xiaomei shouted in 
exasperation, “A-Are you crazy? W-Why did you hit my husband?” 
 
Chen Hao looked at her calmly. “Because he has a surname of ‘Li’ and not ‘Zhang’, so I hit him.” 


